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ABSTRACT  30 

In the human neocortex, solitary action potentials in some layer 2-3 pyramidal cells 31 

(PCs) trigger brief episodes of network activity known as complex events through 32 

strong excitatory synapses that specifically innervate GABAergic interneurons. Yet, how 33 

these ”master PCs” configure the local network activity is not well understood. We 34 

report that single spikes in the PCs, studied here in synaptically connected cell pairs in 35 

frontal or temporal neocortical areas of both males and females, elicit firing of fast-36 

spiking basket cells (FSBCs) with a short delay (on average 2.7 ms). The FSBC discharge 37 

is triggered by 13 mV (on average) monosynaptic excitatory postsynaptic potentials, 38 

and the action potential is time-locked to the master PC spike with high temporal 39 

precision, showing little jitter in delay. In the complex events, the FSBC discharge occurs 40 

in the beginning of the activity episode, forming the first wave of the complex event 41 

activity. Firing of FSBCs generates GABAergic inhibitory postsynaptic currents (IPSCs) 42 

with fast kinetics in layer 2-3 PCs, and similar IPSCs regularly occur time-locked to 43 

master PC spikes in the beginning of the complex events with high probability and short 44 

(median 4.1 ms) delay with little jitter. In comparison, discharge of non-fast spiking 45 

interneurons investigated here appears inconsistently in the complex events and shows 46 

low probability. Thus, firing of layer 2-3 FSBCs with high temporal fidelity characterizes 47 

early phase of the complex events in the human neocortex. 48 

 49 

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT  50 

In the human neocortex solitary action potentials of some pyramidal cells (PCs) trigger 51 

network activity episodes known as complex events. These ”master PCs” with 52 
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remarkably strong synapses occur widely in the human neocortical layers 2 and 3, but 53 

are not found in rodent neocortex and little is known about the network activity they 54 

evoke. We report that the master PCs configure neocortical network activity in a precise 55 

manner by activating specialized inhibitory interneurons, fast-spiking basket cells 56 

(FSBCs), in the beginning of the complex events with an accurate temporal pattern. 57 

Temporally patterned high-precision firing of FSBCs is a hallmark of many physiological 58 

processes in the neocortex, and our results show that solitary PC spikes can initiate such 59 

activity in humans.  60 

 61 

INTRODUCTION  62 

Information in the neocortex is encoded by the temporally organized discharge of 63 

neuronal ensembles, and this requires timed activation of specialized GABAergic 64 

interneurons (Ainsworth et al., 2012; Buzsaki and Watson, 2012). Human neocortical 65 

microcircuits show a low threshold for generation of small-scale neuronal population 66 

activity, because strong multivesicular excitatory synapses connect some layer 2-3 67 

pyramidal cells (PCs) to GABAergic interneurons with very large suprathreshold 68 

postsynaptic excitatory potentials (VLEs). Consequently, a solitary spike in the ”master 69 

PC” triggers firing in the local interneurons, initiating a tens-of-milliseconds -long 70 

population burst known as a complex event (Molnar et al., 2008; Brecht, 2012; Molnar 71 

et al., 2016; Szegedi et al., 2016). Although the complex events occur in various 72 

neocortical areas in humans, similar solitary PC spike -evoked network activity episodes 73 

have not been reported in the rodent neocortex (Molnar et al., 2008; Komlosi et al., 74 

2012; Doron and Brecht, 2015; Molnar et al., 2016; Szegedi et al., 2016; Lourenco and 75 

Bacci, 2017). A specific role of the complex events in the human neocortical 76 
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microcircuits is unknown, but it has been proposed that master PCs may have evolved 77 

in the evolutionary process to support generation of neuronal ensembles in higher-78 

order cerebral functions (Komlosi et al., 2012; Lourenco and Bacci, 2017). If this 79 

hypothesis is correct, one would also expect the complex events to exhibit temporal 80 

patterns in discharge of the neurons, as temporally structured firing characterizes 81 

neuronal ensembles (Isaacson and Scanziani, 2011; Brecht, 2012; Buzsaki and Watson, 82 

2012). Hence, we investigate here whether the master PC-evoked complex events show 83 

temporally organized discharge of a specific GABAergic interneuron type, the fast-84 

spiking basket cell (FSBC). The FSBCs have a well-established role in generation of co-85 

ordinated cortical high-frequency network activities involved in cognitive processes 86 

and they are key players in the neuronal ensemble activity (Buzsaki and Watson, 2012; 87 

Lewis et al., 2012), The experiments are carried out in slices from neocortical tissue 88 

resected in surgeries for the operation of subcortical or deep cortical targets. First, we 89 

investigate the FSBC firing delay and the action potential temporal precision elicited by 90 

solitary master PC spikes. Second, we examine GABAergic output from the FSBCs and 91 

some non-fast-spiking interneurons (non-FSINs) during master PC -evoked complex 92 

events using dual recordings from pyramidal cells. The results show that master PC 93 

spikes evoke high-precision firing of the FSBCs, and that the FSBCs are activated in the 94 

first wave of GABAergic activity in the complex events. We conclude that the short-delay 95 

discharge of FSBCs with high temporal precision is a regular feature of master PC-96 

evoked complex events in the human neocortex.  97 

 98 

METHODS 99 
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Ethics Statement. All procedures were performed according to the Declaration of 100 

Helsinki with the approval of the University of Szeged Ethical Committee and Regional 101 

Human Investigation Review Board (ref. 75/2014). None of the experiments were 102 

reported before with a minor exception that in five of the fifteen cells reporting 103 

monosynaptic IPSCs in the figure 4A, one data parameter (IPSC amplitude) has been 104 

included in a previous manuscript (Szegedi et al. 2016). However, the other data 105 

parameters of these cells reported here (rise slope, normalized slope) have not been 106 

reported before.  107 

Brain slices. Human neocortical slices were derived from material that had to be 108 

removed to gain access for the surgical treatment of deep-brain targets (tumour, cyst, 109 

aneurysm or catheter implant) from the left and right frontal, temporal, and parietal 110 

regions, with written informed consent of the patients prior to surgery. In some cases 111 

tissue from neocortical operations was used when it was non-pathological. In these 112 

latter cases, small pieces of non-pathological tissue had to be removed in the surgery to 113 

get access to pathological targets in the folded neocortex.  The patients were 10–60 114 

years of age, including 21 and 18 samples from males and females, respectively. The 115 

tissue obtained from underage patients was provided with agreement from a parent or 116 

guardian. Details including the patient gender, age, the resected neocortical area and the 117 

pathological target diagnosis are reported for all tissue samples used in this study in 118 

Table 1. Anesthesia was induced with intravenous midazolam and fentanyl (0.03 119 

mg/kg, 1–2 lg/kg, respectively). A bolus dose of propofol (1–2 mg/kg) was 120 

administered intravenously. The patients received 0.5 mg/kg rocuronium to facilitate 121 

endotracheal intubation. The trachea was intubated and the patient was ventilated with 122 

O2/N2O mixture at a ratio of 1:2. Anesthesia was maintained with sevoflurane at care 123 
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volume of 1.2–1.5. Following surgical removal, the resected tissue blocks were 124 

immediately immersed into a glass container filled with ice-cold solution in the 125 

operating theatre. The solution contained (in mM): 130 NaCl, 3.5 KCl, 1 NaH2PO4, 24 126 

NaHCO3, 1 CaCl2, 3 MgSO4, 10 D(+)-glucose, and was saturated with 95 % O2/5 % CO2. 127 

The container was placed on ice in a thermally isolated transportation box where the 128 

liquid was continuously gassed with 95 % O2/5 % CO2. Then, the tissue was transported 129 

from the operating theatre to the electrophysiology lab (door-to-door in maximum 20 130 

minutes), where slices of 350 μm thickness were immediately prepared from the block 131 

with a vibrating blade microtome (Microm HM 650 V). The slices were incubated at 132 

room temperature (22-24 °C) for 1 hour, when the slicing solution was gradually 133 

replaced by a pump (6 ml/min) with the solution used for storage (180 ml, content 134 

identical to a solution used in electrophysiology experiments). The storage solution was 135 

identical to the slicing solution, except containing 3 mM CaCl2 and 1.5 mM MgSO4.  136 

Electrophysiology. Recordings were performed in a submerged chamber (perfused 8 137 

ml/min) at 36–37°C. Cells were patched using water-immersion 20x objective with 138 

additional zoom (up to 4x) and infrared differential interference contrast video 139 

microscopy. In line with previous studies, VLEs were found in 10 - 15 % of PC to 140 

interneuron connections tested (Molnar et al., 2008; Szegedi et al., 2016). Spike 141 

transmission data were obtained 10 - 30 min after break-in to whole cell. Micropipettes 142 

(5–8 MΩ) for whole-cell patch-clamp recording were filled with intracellular solution 143 

(in mM): 126 K-gluconate, 4 KCl, 4 ATP-Mg, 0.3 Na2–GTP, 10 HEPES, 10 144 

phosphocreatine (pH 7.20; 300 mOsm) with 0.3 % (w/v) biocytin. Current- and voltage-145 

clamp recordings were performed with a Mutliclamp 2B amplifier (Axon Instruments) 146 

or EPC 10 quadro amplifier (HEKA), and low-pass filtered at 6-8 kHz (Bessel filter). 147 
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Series resistance (Rs) and pipette capacitance were compensated in current clamp 148 

mode and pipette capacitance in the voltage clamp mode. Rs was monitored and 149 

recorded continuously during the experiments. Voltage clamp recordings were 150 

discarded if the Rs was higher than 25 MΩ or changed by more than 20 %. Spikes were 151 

generated in the presynaptic cell with brief (2–3 ms) suprathreshold depolarizing 152 

pulses in voltage clamp or current clamp mode (delivered every 10 s). Liquid junction 153 

potential error was corrected in all membrane potential values. Postsynaptic FSBC 154 

membrane potential in the experiments shown in figure 1 was moderately depolarized 155 

(3.4 ± 1.7 mV, FSBC 1-4) or hyperpolarized (-5.2 mV, FSBC 5) from the resting 156 

membrane potential (-63.8 ± 3.6 mV, n = 5) recorded immediately after break-in to 157 

whole cell, aiming to adjust VLE-evoked spiking probability between the half-maximum 158 

and maximum in the cells. Accordingly, the non-FSINs were depolarized 11.6 ± 7.3 mV 159 

from the resting membrane potential (-68.7 ± 2.2 mV) (n = 3). Membrane time constant 160 

and cell input resistance were measured in current clamp using -20 pA, 600-800 ms 161 

steps delivered at resting membrane potential. Firing frequency accommodation was 162 

tested by applying 600 - 800 ms depolarizing current steps to evoke firing between 30 163 

and 40 Hz during the first 100 ms of the step. The non-FSIN 3 fired only single action 164 

potentials in response to the depolarizing steps, tested up to -20 mV. 165 

Data Analysis and Statistics. Data were acquired with Clampex (Axon Instruments) or 166 

with PatchMaster software (HEKA) and digitized at 20–100 kHz. The data for EPSPs, 167 

IPSPs/Cs, action potential timing, axon current width, and the cell membrane time 168 

constant were analyzed off-line with p-Clamp (Axon Instruments, RRID: SCR_011323), 169 

Spike2 (version 8.1, Cambridge Electronic Design, RRID: SCR_000903), OriginPro 170 

(OriginLab Corporation, RRID: SCR_00281) and IgorPro (WaveMetrics Inc., 171 
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RRID:SCR_000325) and SigmaPlot (RRID: SCR_003210) softwares. Data are presented 172 

as mean ± s.e.m, and for data with non-parametric distribution as median with lower 173 

and upper quartiles (interquartile range). For cell groups the data are calculated from 174 

the means of individual experiments (mean of means). Monosynaptic IPSCs, and di- and 175 

multisynaptic IPSCs were filtered off-line using RC low-pass with cut-off frequency 176 

corresponding to 80 microsecond tau. The VLE average amplitude values were 177 

calculated for each cell from the VLEs that failed to spike in the experiments. In the 178 

experiments where spiking probability was high, additional VLEs were measured in a 179 

subthreshold potential to yield at least 3 VLEs for each cell to calculate the mean. For 180 

dV/dt analyses of monosynaptic VLEs, a 0.12 ms sliding average window was used to 181 

measure trace derivatives. The maximum VLE rising slope was measured from the 182 

derivative by averaging data points within 0.3 ms of positive peak. Postsynaptic action 183 

potential onset in VLE-spike complexes was identified utilizing the response derivative, 184 

and membrane potential at this time point was used to define the firing threshold 185 

shown in figures 1 and 2. Evoked action potential delay to the presynaptic spike was 186 

calculated as a temporal distance of the pre- and postsynaptic spike peak. Spike kinetics 187 

in the interneurons were measured as the axon potential depolarizing phase width at 188 

half-maximal amplitude (in current clamp experiments), and as axon inward current 189 

width (in voltage clamp experiments).  190 

VLE amplitude and time-to-peak, IPSPs and monosynaptic IPSCs were analyzed as 191 

described previously (Szegedi et al., 2016). For the IPSCs, derivative analysis was 192 

utilized to help to define the IPSC onset and the peak of individual IPSCs in the complex 193 

events as illustrated in figure panel 4B2-3. Rather than measuring the maximal rise 194 

slope directly from the IPSC derivative (because of small signal amplitude compared the 195 
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noise in the slow IPSCs), the IPSCs were confirmed by visual inspection and fitted with 196 

slope curve for rise slope (20-80%) analysis. The IPSC rise slope was divided by the 197 

IPSC amplitude to define the amplitude-normalized rise kinetics. In the experiments 198 

measuring the monosynaptic IPSCs (amplitude-) normalized rise slope values, the rise 199 

slope value inversely correlated with the IPSC amplitude, suggesting that the variation 200 

observed in the normalized slope values in individual cells possibly emerged from 201 

asynchrony of released vesicle quanta (r = -0.73, P = 0.0000002, n = 60 IPSCs in 6 FSBCs, 202 

Spearman Rank order correlation) (Mody et al., 1994). For statistical analysis, Anova on 203 

ranks with Dunn’s multiple paired comparison (post hoc test), Mann-Whitney U-test 204 

(MW test) and t-test were used. Differences were accepted as significant if P < 0.05. 205 

Parametric distribution was tested with Shapiro-Wilk test using SigmaPlot (RRID: 206 

SCR_003210).  207 

Cell Visualization and reconstruction. After electrophysiological recording, slices were 208 

immediately fixed in a fixative containing 4 % paraformaldehyde and 15% picric acid in 209 

0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB, pH = 7.4) at 4° C for at least 12 h, then stored at 4 °C in 0.1 210 

M PB with 0.05 % sodium azide as a preservative. Slices were embedded in 10 % gelatin 211 

and further sectioned into slices of 50 μm thickness in the cold PB using a vibratome 212 

VT1000S (Leica Microsystems). After sectioning, the slices were rinsed in 0.1 M PB (3 x 213 

10 min) and cryoprotected in 10 – 20 % sucrose solution in 0.1 M PB. Finally, they were 214 

incubated in fluorophore (Cy3)-conjugated streptavidin (1:400, Jackson 215 

ImmunoResearch Lab.Inc.) in 0.1 M Tris-buffered saline (TBS, pH 7.4) for 2.5 h (at 22–216 

24°C). After washing with 0.1 M PB (3 x 10 min), the sections were covered in 217 

Vectashield mounting medium (Vector Laboratories Inc.), put under cover slips, and 218 

examined under an epifluorescence microscope (Leica DM 5000 B). Sections selected 219 
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for immunohistochemistry and cell reconstruction were dismounted and processed as 220 

explained below in the Immunohistochemistry -paragraph. Some sections for cell 221 

structure illustrations were further incubated in a solution of conjugated avidin-biotin 222 

horseradish peroxidase (ABC; 1:300; Vector Labs) in Tris-buffered saline (TBS, pH = 223 

7.4) at 4° C overnight. The enzyme reaction was revealed by the glucose oxidase-DAB-224 

nickel method using 3’3-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (0.05 %) as chromogen 225 

and 0.01 % H2O2 as oxidant. Sections were further treated with 1 % OsO4 in 0.1M PB. 226 

After several washes in distilled water, sections were stained in 1 % uranyl acetate and 227 

dehydrated in ascending series of ethanol concentration. Sections were infiltrated with 228 

epoxy resin (Durcupan) overnight and embedded on glass slides. For the cells visualized 229 

in the figures, three-dimensional light microscopic reconstructions from one or two 230 

sections were carried out using the Neurolucida system (RRID:SCR_001775) with 100x 231 

objective (Olympus BX51, Olympus UPlanFI). Images were collapsed in the z-axis for 232 

illustration. FSINs in figure panel 4A2 referred to as unidentified FSINs (uFS) were 233 

unsuccessfully recovered for anatomical analysis. 234 

Immunohistochemistry. Free-floating sections were washed 3 times in TBS-TX 0.3 % (15 235 

min) at 22–24°C, then moved in 20 % blocking solution with horse serum in TBS-TX, 0.3 236 

% for parvalbumin (pv) staining and 10 % blocking solution for vesicular GABA 237 

transporter (vgat) staining. The sections were incubated in primary antibodies diluted 238 

in 1 % serum in TBS-TX 0.3 % over three nights at 4° C, then put in relevant 239 

fluorochrome-conjugated secondary antibodies in 1 % of blocking serum in TBS-TX 0.3 240 

% overnight at 4° C. Sections were washed at first step in TBS-TX 0.3 % (3 x 20 min) and 241 

later in 0.1 M PB (3 x 20 min) and mounted on glass slides with Vectashield mounting 242 

medium (Vector Lab.Inc.). The characterizations of antibodies: pv (goat anti-pv, 1:500, 243 
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Swant, Switzerland, www.swant.com, AB_10000343) and vgat (rabbit anti-vgat, 1:500, 244 

Synaptic Systems, Germany, www.sysy.com, AB_887871). Fluorophore-labelled 245 

secondary antibodies were: DyLight 488 (Donkey anti goat, 1:400, Jackson 246 

ImmunoResearch Lab. Inc., www.jacksonimmuno.com), Alexa488 (Donkey anti rat, 247 

1:400, Jackson ImmunoResearch Lab. Inc.) and Cy5 (Donkey anti rabbit, 1:500, Jackson 248 

ImmunoResearch Lab. Inc.). Labelling of neurons by biocytin and immunoreactions 249 

were evaluated using first epifluorescence (Leica DM 5000 B) and then laser scanning 250 

confocal microscopy (Zeiss LSM880). The micrographs presented are confocal 251 

fluorescence images.  252 

 253 

RESULTS 254 

Single pyramidal cell spikes trigger fast-spiking basket cell discharges with short 255 

delay and high temporal precision through Very Large EPSPs 256 

First, we studied firing of fast-spiking basket cells (FSBCs) evoked by single spikes in 257 

layer 2-3 master PCs. We recorded synaptically connected PC to FSBC pairs in whole-258 

cell clamp to find master PCs generating Very Large EPSPs (VLE, average amplitude 13.4 259 

± 3.0 mV, n = 5 cell pairs, mean of means) and to study spike transmission in this 260 

specific neuronal circuit (Fig. 1A1). Solitary presynaptic PC spikes (interval 10 s) 261 

triggered single action potentials in the postsynaptic FSBCs, and the FSBC firing was 262 

abolished by postsynaptic hyperpolarization in all cell pairs studied (to -73.3 ± 5.2 mV, 263 

n = 5 cell pairs, mean of means) indicating that the spikes were triggered by the VLEs 264 

(see Fig. 1A2). The postsynaptic interneurons exhibited narrow spike width (half-width 265 

0.32 ± 0.05 ms, n = 5 cells, mean of means) and little firing frequency accommodation 266 
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during a suprathreshold depolarizing step (see Fig. 1A3) (Szegedi et al., 2016; Wang et 267 

al., 2016). The interneurons were filled with biocytin and they showed axon forming 268 

boutons around L2-3 cell somata (see Fig. 1A3-4) (Molnar et al., 2008; Blazquez-Llorca 269 

et al., 2010). One cell was tested for parvalbumin (pv) and found to be immunopositive 270 

(see Fig. 1A4). The FSBCs were recorded in tissue material resected from frontal or 271 

temporal lobe as reported in detail in Table 1.  272 

The master PC spike (interval 10 s) -evoked action potential in the FSBCs (Vm = -61.2 ± 273 

3.2 mV, n = 5 cells, mean of means) showed short (2.67 ms average) delay (n = 117 274 

spikes in 150 cycles of 5 cell pairs, 30 cycles in each) relative to the PC spike with 0.78 ± 275 

0.10 probability (Fig. 1B-F). The evoked firing in the five FSBCs (FSBC 1-5), the VLE 276 

amplitudes that failed to trigger the spike, and the firing threshold for 30 consecutive PC 277 

spike cycles are shown in Fig. 1B1-4 (FSBC 1) and Fig.1C1-F1 (FSBC 2-5). The FSBC 278 

firing delay results are depicted in raster plots and summarized with histograms in Fig. 279 

1B5 (FSBC 1) and Fig. 1C2-F2 (FSBC 2-5).  280 

The VLEs were stabile over the consecutive cycles of PC spikes (30 cycles) and showed 281 

1.56 ± 0.27 ms time-to-peak (n = 5 cells, mean of means) and the maximum rise slope of 282 

32.46 ± 1.12 mV/ms (n = 150 events in 5 cells) with small trial-to-trial variation of the 283 

slope (cv slope = 0.15 ± 0.02, n = 5 cells). The VLE rise-slope values and their stability 284 

for the 30 consecutive cycles in the FSBCs are illustrated in Fig. 1B6 (FSBC 1) and Fig. 285 

1C3-F3 (FSBC 2-5).  286 

In order to investigate whether the master PC -evoked firing varies between different 287 

type of interneurons, we recorded from three cell pairs where a master PC elicited firing 288 

in a non-fast spiking interneuron (non-FSIN) through VLEs (see Fig. 2A1-3, Table 1). 289 

Unlike the FSBCs, these interneurons had slow spike kinetics (spike half-width 0.51± 290 
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0.06 ms, n = 3 cells, mean of means) (DeFelipe et al., 2013; Szegedi et al., 2016). The 291 

VLEs (interval 10 s) evoked maximally single action potential (Vm = -56.2 ± 5.4 mV, n = 292 

3, mean of means) with 6.35 ms average delay to the PC spike (43 spikes in 82 cycles, in 293 

3 cells) at 0.58 ± 0.22 probability (n = 3). Panels Fig. 2A4 (non-FSIN 1), The results are 294 

illustrated in figure 2 as follows: Fig. 2B1 (non-FSIN 2) and Fig. 1C1 (non-FSIN 3) 295 

illustrate the VLE-evoked firing, the amplitude of VLEs failing to trigger the spike, and 296 

the firing threshold for the three non-FSINs in the consecutive cycles (30 cycles in non-297 

FSIN1 and 2, 22 cycles in non-FSIN3). The VLE-evoked firing delay is illustrated in 298 

raster plots and summarized with histograms in Fig. 2 panels A5 (non-FSIN 1) and B2 299 

and C2 (non-FSIN 2 and 3, respectively). Although the average VLE amplitude in the 300 

non-FSINs (9.7 ± 0.9 mV, n = 3 cells, mean of means) was not different from the VLEs 301 

observed in the FSBCs (P = 0.39, MW-test), the VLEs in non-FSINs had slower time-to-302 

peak (5.78 ± 0.61 ms, n = 3 cells, mean of means, P = 0.038, MW-test) and lower 303 

maximum rise slope (9.28 ± 1.01 mV/ms, n = 82 events) than in the FSBCs (P = 0.001, n 304 

= 150 and 82 events, respectively, MW-test). In addition, the VLE rise slope trial-to-trial 305 

variation was larger in these cells (cv slope = 0.33 ± 0.06, n = 3) than in the FSBCs (P = 306 

0.036, MW-test). The VLE rise slope values for the consecutive cycles are depicted for 307 

the non-FSINs in Fig. 2 panels A6 (non-FSIN 1) and B3 and C3 (non-FSIN 2 and 3, 308 

respectively). Each non-FSIN showed prominent firing frequency accommodation or 309 

generated just single spike to a sustained depolarizing step as illustrated in Fig. 2 panels 310 

A7 (non-FSIN 1) and B4 and C4 (non-FSIN 2 and 3, respectively). The cells were filled 311 

with biocytin and visualized, and they showed multipolar somatodendritic structure 312 

with dendrites lacking spines. Reconstructions of the three PC to non-FSIN pairs are 313 

illustrated in Fig. 2 panels A8 (non-FSIN 1), B5 and C5 (non-FSIN 2 and 3). 314 
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Next, we compared the VLE-evoked spike delay between the FSBCs and the non-FSINs. 315 

In the FSBCs, the median spike delay varied between the cells from 1.61 ms (FSBC 5) to 316 

5.0 ms (FSBC 2), and in the non-FSINs from 3.73 ms (non-FSIN1) to 14.7 ms (non-317 

FSIN3). Altogether, the FSBCs showed shorter spike delay (median and interquartile 318 

range: FSBCs = 1.96, 1.68 to 3.25, non-FSINs = 5.60, 3.35 to 7.70, n = 117 and 43 spikes, 319 

respectively) and smaller spike delay variance than the non-FSINs (P = 0.001, MW-test). 320 

The FSBCs had membrane time constant of 8.6 ± 0.8 ms (n = 5) and the non-FSINs 7.2 ± 321 

4.2 ms (n = 3). The spike delay values in the two cell groups are shown in detail in Fig. 322 

2D1 with individual neurons’ delay median, interquartile range, 5 and 95 percentiles, 323 

and the minimum and the maximum values (Fig. 2D2), and statistical comparison of all 324 

spike delay values between the FSBCs and the non-FSIN1-2. (The non-FSIN3 was 325 

omitted in the analysis because of clearly lower number of spikes in the experiment 326 

compared to others).  327 

Thus, in the human neocortex layer 2-3 fast-spiking basket cells show high fidelity “fast 328 

in - fast out” spike transmission (Hu et al., 2014) triggered by solitary master PC spikes. 329 

In addition, the master PC -triggered firing precision varies between layer 2-3 330 

interneurons types, and the high precision discharge of the FSBCs is not seen in all 331 

interneuron types.  332 

 333 

GABAergic interneuron discharge in the complex events is time-locked to master 334 

PC spike with a short interneuron-specific delay 335 

Next, we examined discharge of GABAergic interneurons in complex events whilst 336 

avoiding direct microelectrode recording from the cells (Komlosi et al., 2012), since it 337 
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can potentially alter their excitability and the firing response to VLEs. We measured 338 

master PC spike -evoked inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) in L2-3 PCs. We 339 

analyzed the onset delay to the PC spike of 357 IPSPs (in 50 ms time window after a PC 340 

spike evoked every 10 s) recorded in 9 PC-PC pairs (269 cycles, 15-49 cycles per pair) 341 

most of them in the frontal or temporal cortex (see Table 1). The occurrence of IPSPs 342 

during the complex events in the experiments is summarized in Fig. 3A,B. The majority 343 

of the IPSPs (n = 281 IPSPs) occurred during the first 10 ms of the complex events. 344 

These IPSPs were generated with high probability (0.87 ± 0.03 for the occurrence of 345 

IPSP in first 10 ms, n = 281 cycles in 9 cell pairs). In six experiments the predominant 346 

IPSP onset delay was < 5 ms (3.8 ± 0.2 ms, in 185 cycles in 6 pairs). In 3 experiments the 347 

main delay was longer and between 5 and 10 ms (7.9 ± 0.3 ms, n = 65 IPSPs in 96 cycles 348 

in 3 pairs, MW-test) (IPSP probability in first 10 ms 0.85 ± 0.02) (Fig. 3B). In addition, 349 

various complex event episodes exhibited two or more IPSPs with distinct delays, with 350 

the later IPSPs showing lower probability than the first one (Fig. 3A,B). Because in the 351 

experiments in figure 1 we had found that the master PCs elicited only single action 352 

potential in the GABAergic cells, we hypothesized that the occurrence of two or more 353 

IPSPs in same complex event episodes might emerge from separate GABAergic cells. 354 

Accordingly, we performed an experiment recording master PC -evoked IPSPs in two 355 

postsynaptic PCs simultaneously, but showing statistically different delays (3.72 ± 0.27 356 

ms and 8.34 ± 0.23 ms, n = 8 and 6 IPSPs evoked in 14 cycles) (P = 0.002, t-test) and 357 

failures independent of each other (Fig. 3C). The results indicate that the IPSPs emerged 358 

from the firing of distinct individual interneurons. Altogether, the results on the IPSPs in 359 

the PC-PC pairs demonstrate that master PC spikes trigger high fidelity discharge of 360 

some GABAergic interneurons with short and specific delay.  361 
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 362 

GABAergic synaptic currents with distinct kinetics manifest the activation of 363 

different interneuron subpopulations in complex events 364 

Finally, we studied if the GABAergic synaptic activity during the master PC-evoked 365 

complex events would reflect the VLE-evoked discharge of the FSBCs as demonstrated 366 

in figure 1. As above, the experiments were performed in tissue samples mostly from 367 

the frontal or the temporal cortices (see Table 1). First, to investigate kinetic properties 368 

of distinct GABAergic neuron type -evoked IPSCs, we recorded from 15 monosynaptic 369 

interneuron to PC pairs in voltage clamp (at – 55 mV). In the connections from fast-370 

spiking interneurons (FSINs, inward axon current width 0.45 ± 0.02 ms) to PCs, the 371 

IPSCs were 27.6 ± 2.2 pA in amplitude with 33.0 ± 1.9 pA/ms rise slope (n = 10 cell 372 

pairs, mean of means). Six of the successfully visualized FSINs were tested for 373 

parvalbumin (pv) and the vesicular GABA transporter (vgat) and found to be 374 

immunopositive for both (Fig. 4A1). The six FSINs were identified as basket cells. In 375 

turn, monosynaptic IPSCs (average amplitude 22.0 ± 3.3 pA, n = 5) from non-FSINs 376 

(inward axon current width 0.93 ± 0.06 ms, n = 5 cells, mean of means, P = 0.003 377 

compared to the FSINs, t-test) to PCs showed wide range of IPSC rise slope values in the 378 

studied pairs. In two non-FSIN connections to PC, the IPSCs were indistinguishable from 379 

those evoked by the FSINs (Fig. 4A2), and in three connections the IPSCs showed 380 

distinctly slower rise slope (6.2 ± 3.8 pA/ms, n = 3, mean of means) than generated by 381 

any of the FSINs (P < 0.05 for each non-FSIN, Anova on ranks, Dunn’s pairwise post hoc 382 

test with at least 5 events in each tested pair). The slope values in each recording were 383 

normalized by the IPSC amplitude in order to exclude any variation in the rise slopes 384 

possibly emerging from small differences in the IPSC electrochemical driving force 385 
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between individual experiments. The normalized rise slope of the FSIN-evoked currents 386 

was 1.25 ± 0.11 (n = 10 pairs, mean of means). The IPSCs from the non-FSINs had 387 

significantly slower normalized rise slope of 0.27 ± 0.10 (n = 3 pairs, mean of means) (P 388 

< 0.05 for each non-FSIN in Anova on ranks and Dunn’s pairwise post hoc test against 389 

the FSINs with at least 5 events in each tested pair). The amplitude-normalized IPSC 390 

slope values for all cells are shown in Fig. 4A2. 391 

As the amplitude-normalized IPSC rise slope provides a robust tool to discriminate the 392 

fast IPSCs generated by FSBCs (and some non-FSINs) and the slow IPSCs emerging 393 

exclusively from non-FSINs, we investigated the IPSC rise slope in network activity 394 

episodes evoked by master PC single spikes (10 s interval) (Fig. 4B1-3). The IPSCs in 395 

complex events had 24.4 ± 2.4 pA average amplitude (mean of means in 6 experiments), 396 

akin to the monosynaptic IPSCs in the 15 cell pairs studied above (P = 0.91, MW-test). 397 

We categorized complex event IPSCs by the amplitude-normalized rise slope value as 398 

shown by the monosynaptic IPSCs: the ratio > 0.7 similar to the IPSCs monosynaptically 399 

evoked by FSBCs as illustrated red in Fig. 4A2, the ratio < 0.5 corresponding to IPSCs 400 

exclusively evoked by non-FSINs (illustrated green in Fig. 4A2), and ratio 0.5 - 0.7 401 

falling in between the two as defined in Fig. 4A2. The occurrence of IPSCs and their rise 402 

slope (normalized by the amplitude) were analyzed in the complex events of six 403 

experiments as illustrated with sample traces in Fig. 4B1-3. 404 

We found that in four experiments the network-driven IPSCs with mainly fast 405 

amplitude-normalized rise slope (1.05 ± 0.10 average of all IPSCs in first 10 ms of 406 

complex events, n = 117 IPSCs in 172 complex events in 4 cells) predominated activity 407 

(Fig. 4C1-4). When we focused the analysis on the first 10 ms (corresponding to 408 

monosynaptic spike time window observed in the FSBCs earlier), the fast rise time (> 409 
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0.7) IPSCs occurred in 84 cycles of the 172 cycles and showed 3.94 ms delay (median 410 

with 3.55 to 5.20 ms interquartile range). The slow kinetic IPSCs (< 0.5) occurred only 411 

in two experiments (Fig. 4 panels C2 and C4) with low probability (9 events in 172 412 

cycles) in the same time window.  413 

However, we found that in two experiments mostly slow kinetic IPSCs were generated, 414 

although with low probability in the first 10 ms time window (14 in 122 cycles) and 415 

only very few fast kinetic IPSCs events (4 in 122 cycles) occurred in the early (first 10 416 

ms) of the events (Fig. 4D1-2).  417 

In order to compare the temporal distribution and the probability of the two types of 418 

IPSCs (the fast and the slow) in the early complex events, we pooled the IPSCs in all 294 419 

cycles of the 6 experiments. The results are illustrated in Fig. 4E showing no difference 420 

between the delay (P = 0.095, MW-test) of the fast IPSCs (median and interquartile 421 

range: 4.08 ms, 3.56 to 5.30 ms) and the slow IPSCs (4.78 ms, 4.01 to 6.10 ms), but 422 

demonstrating higher probability (P = 0.042, t-test) of occurrence of the fast than the 423 

slow IPSCs in the early (first 10 ms) complex events.  424 

In conclusion, the results demonstrate that IPSCs akin to those generated by FSBCs 425 

regularly occur with a short delay and high temporal fidelity in the beginning of the 426 

complex events in the experimental conditions that avoid direct recording from 427 

interneurons. In addition, the experiments show that discharge of many non-FSINs 428 

occurs at low probability. 429 

 430 

DISCUSSION 431 
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Strong VLE-synapses from some layer 2-3 pyramidal cells to GABAergic interneurons 432 

represent a distinctive microcircuit feature in the human neocortex allowing these 433 

”master PCs” to initiate tens-of-millisecond -long discharge in the local neuronal 434 

network by single action potentials (Molnar et al., 2008; Brecht, 2012; Lourenco and 435 

Bacci, 2017). Here we show that fast-spiking GABAergic basket cells are regularly 436 

activated at the beginning of these events with short delay and high temporal precision. 437 

Microcircuits generating the complex events apparently represent a common feature in 438 

the human neocortex. The VLEs occur in about 10-15 % of the PC to FSIN synapses and 439 

the single PC spike-evoked interneuron firing has been reported in various neocortical 440 

areas in tissue samples resected from human subjects varying in age and gender 441 

(Molnar et al., 2008; Komlosi et al., 2012; Molnar et al., 2016). Although the specific 442 

function of the complex events, as characterized in the brain slices, is still unknown, the 443 

VLE-evoked accurate discharge of the fast-spiking basket cells and the disynaptic 444 

inhibition transferred from these interneurons could contribute to generation of co-445 

ordinated network oscillations where FSBCs play a key role (Cunningham et al., 2004; 446 

Hajos et al., 2004; Ellender and Paulsen, 2010; Florez et al., 2015; Averkin et al., 2016). 447 

Importantly, unlike rodents the human neocortical microcircuits can trigger basket cell 448 

firing by a single master pyramidal cell action potential, and this may provide an 449 

important computational feature in cortical processing in the human compared to 450 

rodents (Lourenco and Bacci, 2017). 451 

The temporal fidelity of the synaptically-triggered basket cell firing and the fast kinetic 452 

time-locked IPSCs in the early complex events reflect basket cells fast-in-fast-out 453 

signalling feature akin to characterized in these interneurons in rodents (Hu et al., 454 

2014). The VLEs in the basket cells showed short time-to-peak value and a remarkably 455 
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fast rise slope, which together with their short membrane time constant can explain the 456 

short delay of the synaptically evoked spikes. The VLE synapses to fast-spiking 457 

interneurons have high release probability (Molnar et al., 2016), and this feature is in 458 

line with the observation here that the VLE rise slope value showed little variation in 459 

consecutive cycles in the FSBCs. This further increases temporal precision of the VLE-460 

evoked spikes and explains their small jitter. In addition, the remarkably narrow time 461 

window of the VLE-evoked basket cell firing and the observation that only single spikes 462 

were generated by each VLE, may be set by autaptic GABAergic inhibitory synapses or 463 

GABAergic connections from other interneurons to these cells (Tamas et al., 1997; Hioki 464 

et al., 2013; Deleuze et al., 2014; Lourenco et al., 2014). Curiously, although one FSBC 465 

(FSBC 2) showed slightly longer average spike delay than the other basket cells 466 

investigated here, it along with the others also showed small spike delay jitter. The 467 

master PC -evoked firing of the non-FSINs showed lower temporal fidelity than the 468 

basket cells. This can be partly explained by the large trial-to-trial variation of the VLEs 469 

and the long VLE time-to-peak in the non-FSINs. Postsynaptic membrane potential and 470 

the VLE amplitude also regulate spike transmission (Kretzberg et al., 2001). Therefore, 471 

it is likely that these interneurons' input-output transformation is further controlled by 472 

brain state-dependent membrane potential fluctuations (Puig et al., 2008; Fanselow and 473 

Connors, 2010) and by plasticity of the VLEs (Szegedi et al., 2016).  474 

Although this study almost entirely focuses on the fast-spiking basket cells, it also shows 475 

that in addition other cortical interneuron types discharge in complex events. In 476 

particular, we demonstrated the discharge of non-FSINs with variable delay and low 477 

probability (Szegedi et al., 2016). However, the non-FSINs in general comprise a highly 478 

diverse group of interneuron types and a separate study will be needed in the future to 479 
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investigate the firing behaviour of identified non-FSIN cell types (Tremblay et al., 2016). 480 

In addition, fast-spiking axo-axonic cells fire with a short delay akin to the FSBCs 481 

reported here and these GABAergic cells can excite pyramidal cells and may trigger 482 

their firing though depolarising GABAergic effect on the axon initial segment (Szabadics 483 

et al., 2006; Molnar et al., 2008; Komlosi et al., 2012). In line with this, polysynaptic 484 

EPSCs are often generated in complex events with 5 to 10 ms delay to a master PC spike, 485 

apparently evoked by these interneurons (Molnar et al., 2008; Komlosi et al., 2012) 486 

since VLE-like synaptic contacts have not been found between L2-3 PCs (Molnar et al., 487 

2008; Szegedi et al., 2016).  488 

In a slice preparation the complex event activity patterns can be deformed with 489 

partially pruned synaptic networks. This might explain why the fast- and the slow-490 

kinetic IPSC occurrences showed very different patterns between some individual 491 

experiments here. Another more exciting possibility for this observation is that the 492 

distinct complex event structures genuinely reflect diversity of neuronal ensembles 493 

established in the brain prior to the resection of the cortical tissue. Although the 494 

hypothesis is challenging to address experimentally in humans, further investigation of 495 

distinct interneuron types discharge during the complex events will help to judge this 496 

idea.  497 

To conclude, the results hitherto show that human cortical microcircuits generating 498 

complex events involve various specialized GABAergic interneuron types. We suggest 499 

that various cell types may show specific firing behaviour during the events as we 500 

report here for the FSBCs (Klausberger and Somogyi, 2008). Therefore the activation of 501 

FSBCs in early phase of the complex events may just represent one common feature in 502 

these human neocortex network activity episodes.  503 
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 504 

FIGURE AND TABLE LEGENDS 505 

Table 1. Details showing the patient gender, age and the resected cortical area of the 506 

tissue samples used in the experiments of this study. Cell ID refers to the cell pair code 507 

used in the text and in the figures. Second column identifies the figure in which the 508 

specific experiment data are illustrated. Experiment code refers to original 509 

identification number of the cell pair in the authors’ files, and last column shows patient 510 

pathology diagnosed for the surgery. 511 

Figure 1. Very large monosynaptic EPSP from single pyramidal cell triggers short-delay 512 

high-precision discharge of fast-spiking basket cells. 513 

A-B, Solitary master pyramidal cell (PC, red) spikes trigger firing in a postsynaptic fast-514 

spiking basket cell (FSBC, blue) with a short delay and high temporal fidelity through 515 

very large monosynaptic EPSP (VLEs). (A1) Single PC spikes (elicited with 2-3 ms 516 

suprathreshold depolarizing pulses) trigger discharge in fast-spiking basket cell 1 (FSBC 517 

1, Vm = –61 mV) with occasional failures (6 consecutive responses superimposed). 518 

Schematic summarizes experimental design. (A2) FSBC 1 hyperpolarization precludes 519 

the action potential revealing monosynaptic VLE (blue, 6 consecutive responses 520 

superimposed). (A3) Illustration of the PC (soma and dendrites red, axon orange) to 521 

FSBC 1 (blue, axon light blue) -pair with VLEs. L1 and L2-3 = layer 1 and 2-3, 522 

respectively. Scale 100 μm. Inset below shows the FSBC 1 firing response without 523 

apparent firing accommodation (600 ms depolarizing pulse). Scales 60 mV, 100 ms. 524 

(A4) Biocytin-filled postsynaptic FSBC (FSBC 2) axon in L2-3. Left: Axon boutons 525 

(indicated by arrows) are arranged around an unlabelled L2-3 cell soma (asterisk, 526 
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endofluorescence in nucleus). Right: biocytin (Cy3) -filled bouton with positive 527 

immunoreaction (arrow) for pv (Alexa488) and vgat (Cy5) in the same cell. Scale 5 μm. 528 

(B1) Average of the VLEs that failed to fire (6) in the FSBC 1. (B2) Consecutive VLEs each 529 

eliciting single action potential in the FSBC 1 (blue, 6 events including a VLE that failed 530 

to fire) by solitary PC spikes (10 s interval, one sample shown in red). (B3) Derivative 531 

(black line) of a VLE with spike (blue line). Arrow indicates the VLE maximum rise 532 

slope, and the following hump in the derivative corresponds to the action potential 533 

onset. The onset membrane potential (Vm) is indicated by horizontal dotted red line. 534 

(B4) Firing of the FSBC 1 by VLEs for 30 consecutive PC spikes (10 s interval). Open 535 

circles show the FSBC 1 membrane potential (Vm). Red marks show Vm for the onset of 536 

the triggered action potentials. Green bars illustrate the amplitude of the VLEs that 537 

failed to fire. (B5) Timing of the FSBC 1 firing (black dots) in the 30 consecutive cycles. 538 

Blue histogram summarizes the evoked spike delay distribution (count, bin 0.25 ms). 539 

(B6) The VLE maximum rise slope plotted for the 30 consecutive responses (as in B2 540 

and B4).  541 

C-F, High temporal fidelity characterizes spike transmission in PC-FSBC pairs connected 542 

with VLEs. Experiments as in A-B in four PC-FSBC pairs (FSBC 2-5) showing VLEs. (C1) 543 

FSBC 2 membrane potential (Vm) in 30 consecutive cycles of PC spike. Red marks, 544 

membrane potential (Vm) for the onset of the postsynaptic action potentials. Green bars 545 

show amplitude of the VLEs that failed to fire. (C2) Timing of the FSBC 2 firing (black 546 

dots) in the 30 cycles. Histogram (blue, bin 0.25 ms) summarizes the spike delay 547 

distribution. Inset: Two sample traces in the experiment showing a VLE triggering 548 

(blue) and failing to trigger (green) an action potential. Scale 10 mV, 30 ms. The spike 549 

amplitude is truncated. (C3) The VLE maximum rise slope in the 30 consecutive 550 
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responses. (D1-D3, E1-E3, F1-F3) Data show similar experiments for three other PC to 551 

FSBC (FSBC 3-5) pairs. Insets: Scaling as above, action potential amplitudes are 552 

truncated. Note that in the FSBC 3 and FSBC 5 the large VLEs at relatively negative 553 

postsynaptic Vm partially mask spike afterhyperpolarization. 554 

 555 

Figure 2. A pyramidal cell spike triggers firing in non-fast spiking interneurons with 556 

short delay but low temporal fidelity. 557 

A-C, Three paired recordings showing PCs connected monosynaptically to non-fast 558 

spiking interneurons (non-FSINs) though VLEs that trigger their firing. A, A PC 559 

connected to non-FSIN 1. (A1) Average of VLEs (3) that failed to fire. (A2) VLEs with 560 

action potential in 5 events (blue) triggered by solitary PC spikes (10 s interval, a 561 

sample shown in red). Schematic shows the experimental design. (A3) Derivative (black 562 

line) of a VLE with action potential (blue line). Arrow shows the VLE maximum rise 563 

slope, and the following hump in the black line marks the action potential onset. The 564 

onset membrane potential in the blue line is indicated by horizontal dotted red line. 565 

(A4) Firing evoked by the VLEs for 30 consecutive PC spikes (10 s interval). Open circles 566 

indicate the interneuron membrane potential (Vm), red marks show Vm for the 567 

triggered action potential onsets. Green bars show amplitude of the VLEs that failed to 568 

trigger firing. (A5) Timing of the non-FSIN 1 firing (black dots) in the 30 cycles. Blue 569 

histogram summarizes the evoked spike delay (count, bin 0.25 ms). (A6) The VLE 570 

maximum rise slope shows large trial-to-trial variability (30 consecutive cycles) 571 

including EPSP failure in cycle 15. (A7) The non-FSIN 1 firing response to a sustained 572 

depolarizing (600 ms) step shows clear firing frequency accommodation. Scale 60 mV, 573 

100 ms. (A8) Illustration of the presynaptic PC (soma and dendrites red, axon orange) 574 
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and the postsynaptic non-FSIN 1 (blue, axon light blue). L1 and L2-3 = layer 1 and 2-3, 575 

respectively. Scale 100 μm. B, Similar analyses of another PC to non-fast spiking 576 

interneuron (non-FSIN 2) pair with VLEs. (B1) The non-FSIN 2 membrane potential 577 

(Vm, open circles) in 30 consecutive cycles of PC spikes (10 s interval). Red marks show 578 

Vm for onsets of the postsynaptic action potentials. Green bars illustrate amplitude of 579 

the VLEs that failed to fire. (B2) Timing of the firing (black dots) in the 30 cycles. 580 

Histogram (bin 0.25 ms) summarizes the spike delay distribution. (B3) The VLE 581 

maximum rise slope in the consecutive cycles. Note large trial-to-trial variability. (B4) 582 

The non-FSIN 2 shows just single action potential for a (600 ms) depolarizing pulse. 583 

Scale 60 mV, 100 ms. (B5) Illustration of the PC (soma and dendrites red, axon orange) 584 

and the postsynaptic non-FSIN 2 (blue, axon light blue). L1 and L2-3 = layer 1 and 2-3, 585 

respectively. Scale 100 μm.  C, Analyses of a PC to non-FSIN 3 pair with VLEs. (C1) The 586 

Vm (open circles), the membrane potential for the action potential onset (red marks), 587 

and the amplitude of VLEs that failed to fire (green bars) in consecutive (22) cycles. (C2) 588 

Timing of the firing (black dots) and a histogram (bin 0.25 ms) summarizing the 589 

postsynaptic spike delay. (C3) The VLE maximum rise slope for the cycles shows again 590 

notable trial-to-trial variability. (C4) The interneuron firing shows clear firing frequency 591 

accommodation to a sustained depolarizing pulse. Scale 60 mV, 100 ms. (C5) Illustration 592 

of the cell pair. D, The FSBCs show shorter average spike delay and smaller spike delay 593 

variance than the non-FSINs. (D1) Cumulative histograms showing the VLE-evoked 594 

spike delays in the FSBC 1-5 and in the non-FSIN 1 and the non-FSIN 2. Spike delay data 595 

from the non-FSIN 3 was omitted here, because the experiment showed only four data 596 

points and most of them with longer than 10 ms delay. (D2) The spike delay values in 597 

the cells showing each individual neuron delay median, interquartile range, 5 and 95 598 

percentiles and the minimum and maximum values. Mann-Whitney test shows 599 
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significant difference between the spike delay values of the FSBCs and of the non-FSIN 600 

1-2. The non-FSIN 3 is omitted in the test because of the very low number of evoked 601 

spikes compared to the other cells. 602 

 603 

Figure 3. A pyramidal cell spike triggers GABAergic synaptic events with short delay 604 

and high temporal precision. 605 

A, Simultaneous recording from two pyramidal cells demonstrates that solitary PC 606 

spikes elicit time-locked GABAergic IPSPs with a few millisecond onset delay. A sample 607 

recording in the cell pair 1 shows single PC spike -evoked GABAergic IPSPs with two 608 

predominant delays during first 10 ms of the triggered activity. The IPSPs with the 609 

distinct delays occur successively in individual complex event episodes. (A1) a PC spike 610 

and 10 consecutive complex event episodes showing IPSPs (at – 55 mV). (A2) plot 611 

shows timing of the IPSPs. Dots indicate the IPSP onset delay to the PC spike in 612 

consecutive cycles (49 cycles, PC spike interval 10 s). Schematic shows the experimental 613 

design. Histogram summarizes the IPSP count against the IPSP onset delay (bin 1 ms).  614 

B, Line histograms show IPSP onset delays in eight similar PC-PC pair recordings (cell 615 

pairs 2-9) as shown in A, illustrated here in different colors. Ordinates show the IPSP 616 

count. From top down, the experiments first show complex event patterns with 617 

occurrence of single delay peak (cell pairs 2-5), then complex pattern activity where the 618 

short-delay peak is followed by IPSPs with longer delay and lower probability (cell pairs 619 

6-7), and finally cell pairs (8-9) where the complex events are comprised of loosely 620 

time-locked IPSPs occurring at low probability. 621 
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C, IPSPs are time-locked to PC spike with pathway-specific delays. Recording from a PC-622 

PC pair (cell pair 10) shows two IPSPs time-locked to PC1 spike (interval 10 s) with 623 

average delay of 3.7 ms (in PC2) and 8.3 ms (in PC1). The IPSPs are generated by 624 

separate interneurons as revealed by cycles showing independent failures in either PC1 625 

(green) or in PC2 (magenta).  626 

 627 

Figure 4. GABAergic synaptic currents with fast- or slow rise slope reveal the discharge 628 

of different interneurons in the complex events. 629 

A, GABAergic synaptic currents from FSBCs and some non-FSINs show different kinetic 630 

features in L2-3 pyramidal cells. (A1) One visualized synaptically connected FSBC (blue, 631 

axon light blue) to PC pair (red, axon orange). L1 and L2-3 indicate the layers 1 and 2-3, 632 

respectively. Scale 100 μm. Insets: Schematic summarizes the experimental design. 633 

Traces show four superimposed consecutive monosynaptic IPSCs in the postsynaptic PC 634 

(red traces, at – 55 mV) evoked by the FSBC spikes (black trace, interval 10 s). 635 

Micrographs illustrate pv+ (Alexa488) and vgat+ (Cy5) axon boutons of the biocytin-636 

filled (Cy3) presynaptic FSBC. Scale 5 μm. (A2) Monosynaptic IPSCs evoked from FSBCs 637 

and some non-FSINs to PCs show distinct IPSC rise slope kinetics. Top: Sample 638 

monosynaptic IPSCs (4) in postsynaptic PCs (red traces, at – 55 mV) evoked by spikes 639 

(single traces shown in black) of a FSBC or a non-FSIN. Bottom: Plot shows 640 

monosynaptic IPSC rise slope kinetics (IPSC rise slope normalized by the amplitude) in 641 

15 interneuron to PC pairs. The value variation in individual cells correlates inversely 642 

with the IPSC amplitude indicating it emerges from release asynchrony (see methods). 643 

Red dots show IPSCs from identified FSBCs. Green dots show slow IPSCs exclusively 644 

evoked from non-FSINs. pv+ BC, parvalbumin immunopositive fast-spiking basket cells 645 
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uFS, fast-spiking cells not successfully visualized and identified non-FS, non-fast 646 

spiking cells.  647 

B-D, Recordings from PC-PC pairs show network-driven IPSCs with distinct rise slope 648 

kinetics in the complex events. (B1) A sample recording in voltage clamp (at –55 mV) 649 

showing the occurrence and the delay of a PC spike (10 s interval, 43 cycles) –evoked 650 

IPSCs (same experiment as the cell pair 3 below). (B2) Sample trace in one experiment 651 

showing a fast network-driven IPSC (red) defined by the high rise kinetics. The IPSC 652 

derivative is shown in grey. (B3) Sample trace showing an evoked slow kinetic IPSC 653 

(green) followed by a fast IPSC (red) in a complex event. (C1-4) PC spike-evoked 654 

complex events showing predominantly IPSCs akin to those generated by the FSBCs 655 

with fast rise-slope (red, rise slope to amplitude ratio > 0.7) in the beginning (during 656 

first 10 ms) of the events. Green dots indicate IPSCs with slow rise slope akin to those 657 

generated exclusively by the non-FSINs (ratio < 0.5). IPSCs with the amplitude-658 

normalized rise slope value from 0.5 to 0.7 are indicated in brown. The plots show the 659 

IPSC amplitude-normalized rise slope value (ordinate) versus the IPSC delay (abscissa, 660 

0 time point indicates timing of the master PC spike). The line histograms (bin 1 ms) 661 

below summarize the delay distribution of the fast (red, ratio > 0.7) and the slow (green, 662 

ratio < 0.5) IPSCs in each experiment (number of the cycles shown in parentheses). Line 663 

histogram ordinate shows count. The early complex event (first 10 ms) in the plots is 664 

marked with shaded background.  (D1-2) Similar dot plots and histograms from two PC-665 

PC pair recordings showing complex events with predominantly slow IPSCs (ratio < 0.5) 666 

and only occasional fast IPSCs.  667 

E, Top: Summary of the onset delay values of the fast IPSCs (ratio > 0.7, red) and the 668 

slow IPSCs (ratio < 0.5, green) pooled in all 294 complex events in the six experiments 669 
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in early phase of the complex events (during first 10 ms). Box plot shows median, 670 

interquartile range, 5 and 95 percentiles and the minimum and maximum measured in 671 

the first 10 ms of the events. Bottom: Plot shows higher probability of the fast IPSCs 672 

(events/cycle) than the slow IPSCs in the six experiments (t-test). Individual dots show 673 

the probability in the individual experiments.  674 
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Cell ID Figure 
showing 
the data 

Gender Age 
(years) 

Hemisphere Neocortical area (material 
removed to gain access to 
surgical treatment of 
pathological targets)  

Experiment code Diagnosed pathology 

FSBC 1 Fig. 1A,B male 49 left temporal 0501043j Cortical and subcortical neoplasm 
FSBC 2 Fig. 1C female 42 left frontal K1901171 Subcortical neoplasm 
FSBC 3 Fig. 1D male 43 left temporal 1403062 Subcortical neoplasm 
FSBC 4 Fig. 1E male 29 right frontal 0609121s Cortical and subcortical neoplasm 
FSBC 5 Fig. 1F male 54 right temporal 0705173s Cortical and subcortical neoplasm 

non-FSIN 1 Fig. 2A male 58 right temporal 0512022 Subcortical neoplasm 

non-FSIN 2 Fig. 2B female 68 right temporoparietal k0205171 Cortical and subcortical metaplasia 
non-FSIN 3 Fig. 2C female 64 right frontal 0601171 Subcortical neoplasm 

Cell pair 1 Fig. 3A male 40 left temporal 1405151 Subcortical neoplasm 

Cell pair 2 Fig. 3B male 58 left temporal 1509122 Subcortical neoplasm 

Cell pair 3 Fig. 3B male 36 left temporal 1311131 Subcortical neoplasm 

Cell pair 4 Fig. 3B male 17 left parieto-occipital 1110271 Cortical and subcortical neoplasm 
Cell pair 5 Fig. 3B male 48 right frontal 1401233 Subcortical aneurysm 
Cell pair 6 Fig. 3B male 40 left temporal 1405152 Subcortical neoplasm 

Cell pair 7 Fig. 3B male 49 right frontal 1310092 Meningioma 
Cell pair 8 Fig. 3B male 36 right temporal 1112082 Subcortical neoplasm 
Cell pair 9 Fig. 3B male 16 right parieto-occipital 1402181 Subcortical neoplasm 
Cell pair 10 Fig. 3C female 33 right temporal 1510301 Cortical and subcortical neoplasm 
pv+ BC 1 Fig. 4A male 55 right frontal k0409152 Cortical and subcortical neoplasm 
pv+ BC 2 Fig. 4A female 10 left frontal k2506151 Subcortical neoplasm 
pv+ BC 3 Fig. 4A female 10 left frontal k2506155 Subcortical neoplasm 
pv+ BC 4 Fig. 4A female 30 left parieto-occipital k2306151 Shunt for hydrocephalus 
pv+ BC 5 Fig. 4A female 40 right frontal k2309153 Subcortical neoplasm 
pv+ BC 6 Fig. 4A female 28 right parieto-occipital k2804151 Subcortical neoplasm 
uFS 1 Fig. 4A female 67 right frontal 100306c11 Epidural hemorrhage 
uFS 2 Fig. 4A male 55 right frontal 040915c11 Cortical and subcortical neoplasm 
uFS 3 Fig. 4A male 47 right frontal 021005c3 Cortical and subcortical metaplasia 
uFS 4 Fig. 4A female 59 right frontal K2510161 Shunt for hydrocephalus 
non-FS 1 Fig. 4A female 33 right temporal 301015c1 Cortical and subcortical neoplasm 
non-FS 2 Fig. 4A male 19 right parieto-occipital 151015c3 Shunt for hydrocephalus 
non-FS 3 Fig. 4A female 33 left parieto-occipital 051115c7 Meningioma 
non-FS 4 Fig. 4A female 37 right temporal 050416t6 Subcortical neoplasm 
non-FS 5 Fig. 4A male 47 right frontal 021015c12 Subcortical neoplasm 
Cell pair 1 Fig. 4C female 55 left frontal k1208152 Shunt for hydrocephalus 
Cell pair 2 Fig. 4C male 58 left temporal k0109151 Subcortical neoplasm 
Cell pair 3 Fig. 4C female 50 right frontal k2511161 Subcortical neoplasm 
Cell pair 4 Fig. 4C female 33 left parieto-occipital k0511151 Meningioma 
Cell pair 5 Fig. 4D female 55 left temporal k1208151 Subcortical neoplasm 
Cell pair 6 Fig. 4D male 60 left temporal k2806161 Subcortical neoplasm 

 


